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Abstract

The mechanical behavior of incoherent Cu/Zr multilayers was studied in uniaxial compression experiments using micropillars with
individual layer thicknesses (h) ranging from 5 to 100 nm. The deformation behavior of these micropillars are size dependent, transiting
from dislocation dominated symmetrical slip at large h to shear localization induced by asymmetric slip and grain boundary mediated
deformation at small h. During compression studies the multilayer micropillars exhibit a transition from strain hardening to shear soft-
ening at small h, and work softening at greater h. A maximum strain hardening rate is observed at a critical h of 20 nm, which was
explained in terms of a transition from dislocation interactions to cross-slip of dislocations. The mechanical strength of the micropillars
is also dependent on h, which was quantitatively analyzed using the confined layer slip model. In addition, the influence of pillar diameter
on the mechanical behavior is also investigated. The effect of extrinsic size on the deformation mechanisms is discussed with respect to the
intrinsic size effect with variation in h.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nanostructured metallic multilayers are ideal systems
for the exploration of length scale-dependent plasticity.
Certain multilayers have extraordinary strength and ductil-
ity when the individual layer thickness (h) is of the order of
a few nanometers [1–6]. For instance, when h is �2–10 nm
the strength (estimated as 1/3 of the nanoindentation hard-
ness) of the multilayer may be as high as 1/2 to 1/3 of the
theoretical strength [7–9]. On the nanoscale the interfaces
between the two constituents of the multilayer play an
increasingly important role in determining the mechanical
properties as they comprise a significant volume fraction
of the multilayer when h decreases to 10 nm or less [8–12].
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In traditional nanoindentation hardness measurements
with a sharp indenter tip the plastic zone shows a non-
uniform stress state within the sample, thereby making
interpretation of the plastic flow behavior complicated
and not permitting observation of the strain hardening/
softening behavior [5,13]. The development of a micropillar
compression technique has opened up new routes for
studying the mechanical properties of materials at small
length scales in a nominally homogeneous stress state
[13–16], and has been successfully used to investigate the
mechanical response of single crystal metals [17–21], nano-
crystalline materials [22–24], metallic alloys [25,26] and
multilayer composites [1–3,27,28]. Several important
phenomena have emerged from single crystalline pillar
compression experiments: (i) the size-dependent yield
strength, which is commonly explained by the source trun-
cation [29] or the source starvation/exhaustion mechanism
[30–32]; (ii) intermittent flow [33], caused by dislocation
avalanches [34].
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In bulk coarse-grained fcc metals dislocation motion in
the form of pile-ups on multiple slip systems results in the
formation of Lomer–Cottrell type barriers created by inter-
section of dislocations from different slip systems. With
increasing strain dislocation tangles develop and eventually
result in a cell structure with a high dislocation density
within the cell walls and low density within cells. This refers
to the well-established macroscopic strain hardening con-
cept of (fcc) metals, which is governed by strain-driven dis-
location storage [35]. The maximum work hardening rate
in this mechanism (stage II) in single crystals is of the order
of l/200, where l is the shear modulus (roughly equivalent
to E/50 in polycrystals, with E being the Young’s modulus)
[35]. With a further increase in strain the work hardening
rate drops (stage III) due to cross-slip and a corresponding
significant rearrangement/dynamic recovery of disloca-
tions. In nanocrystalline fcc metals dislocations may be
emitted from and absorbed by grain boundaries (GB) with
little accumulation within grains [36–39], providing support
to the general belief that they have a low strain hardening
rate.

In contrast, during compression testing of Al/Al3Sc
micropillars [5] (diameter � 300 nm) the deformation
behavior evolved from strain softening to strain hardening
as the layer thickness increased, as was also demonstrated
in Cu/Nb micropillars [1,2], due to a transition of the defor-
mation mechanism from dislocations cutting across the
interface to single dislocation movement in the confined lay-
ers [40,41]. Recently Misra et al. [42] investigated the work
hardening of Cu/Nb multilayers by room temperature roll-
ing and pointed out that while the initial yield strength of a
Cu/Nb multilayer with h = 30 nm is nearly two orders of
magnitude greater than bulk Cu, the strength increment fol-
lowing strain hardening to unit strains is about the same
(�300–350 MPa). The strain hardening exponent is lower
in nanolayered materials compared with their bulk coarse-
grained monolithic constituents, indicating a slightly
reduced work hardening capacity in the nanolayered metals.
In the rolled Cu/Nb multilayers with constant h no disloca-
tion cell structure forms. The observed relative work harden-
ing rates in nanolayered Cu/Nb may be interpreted in terms
of glide dislocation interactions with interface dislocations,
allowing cross-slip and annihilation related recovery pro-
cesses [42]. Detailed analysis, however, is still needed to
investigate the work hardening rates in metallic nanolayers.
Recently Dayal et al. [27] show that the deformation behav-
ior of Al/Pd micropillars (diameter � 900 nm) exhibits a
transition from dislocation driven plasticity at large h

(h > 40 nm) to shear due to grain rotation via grain bound-
ary sliding at small h (h < 10 nm). The strain hardening/soft-
ening behavior of nanoscaled metallic multilayers is still a
subject that needs systematic study. In this paper we have
investigated the stress–strain curves of Cu/Zr nanolayer
micropillars using microcompression tests with a flat ended
nanoindenter. The layer thickness-dependent strain harden-
ing/softening behavior and the distinct morphological evo-
lution of multilayer pillars are qualitatively interpreted by
considering the dislocation-based deformation mechanism
vs. grain boundary-mediated deformation mechanism,
operating at different length scales.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Cu/Zr multilayer synthesis and microstructure

characterization

Cu (99.995%) and Zr (99.99%) targets were used to
deposit Cu/Zr multilayers on a hydrofluoric acid etched Si
(100) substrate by direct current (d.c.) magnetron sputtering
at room temperature. The chamber was evacuated to a base
pressure of �6.0 � 10�8 torr prior to sputtering, and 1.0–
2.5 � 10�3 torr Ar was used during deposition. The sub-
strate was neither heated nor cooled during deposition.
The deposition rates were �1.1 nm s�1 for both Cu and
Zr. The constituents within the Cu/Zr multilayers have equal
individual layer thicknesses h, varying from 5 to 100 nm. The
total thickness of the Cu/Zr multilayers was�1.6 lm. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) experiments were performed in a Bruker
D8 Discover X-ray powder diffractometer. High resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses to identify the elemental
composition and the interface integrity of the specimens
were performed in a JEOL-2010 F microscope operated at
200 keV, with a Fischione ultra-high resolution high angle
annular dark field detector (0.23 nm resolution in STEM
image mode) and Oxford instruments EDX detector with a
spatial resolution of �1 nm for chemical analysis.

2.2. Fabrication of Cu/Zr micropillars

The Cu/Zr multilayered micropillars, �600 nm in diam-
eter (/) with the interface planes perpendicular to the cyl-
inder axis, were fabricated by the focused ion beam (FIB)
technique using a Ga ion beam in a Helios 600 Dual Beam
instrument, which also allows scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) imaging. The expected aspect ratio (height
to diameter) of the pillars was �3:1 to avoid buckling of
the sample during compression [43]. The micropillar prep-
aration process consisted of two steps, following the
approach proposed by Greer et al. [13]. The first step was
milling a ring of outer diameter 30 lm and inner diameter
10 lm. Second, a series of lower currents along with smal-
ler concentric etched circles were used to obtain the final
dimensions of the pillars. Currents as low as 28 pA were
used to minimize any damage due to the Ga ion beam
and to clean any redeposited material from the pillar sur-
face. Note that we did not apply a protective coating layer
to avoid any contribution to the mechanical response by
foreign layers. The dimensions of the micropillars and the
taper were measured by SEM. The aspect ratio (pillar
height/diameter, b) of the pillars was about �2.9, while
the taper of the pillars was between 2� and 4�.

In order to further reveal the effect of sample size or
extrinsic size (pillar diameter) on the deformation behavior
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of as-deposited Cu/Zr multilayers deposited on Si
(100) substrates reveal strong Cu (111) and Zr (0002) texture. The Cu
(200) peak is observed in all specimens due to the use of a �100 nm Cu
seed layer.
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pillars with different diameters of / = 300 (b � 5.7) and
800 nm (b � 2.1) were also fabricated for two representa-
tive Cu/Zr multilayers with h = 5 and 100 nm, using the
method mentioned above.

2.3. Flat punch compression test

The microcompression test was performed in a Hystron
Ti 950 with a 10 lm side flat quadrilateral cross-section
diamond indenter. The tip–pillar alignment was under-
taken with the aid of an optical microscope. All the micro-
pillars were compressed under displacement controlled
mode at a loading rate of �0.35 nm s�1 (corresponding
to a constant strain rate of 2 � 10�4 s�1) up to 15–30%
strain, followed by holding for 5 s prior to unloading.
Force–displacement data were continuously recorded and
the engineering stress–strain curves were then calculated
using the initial geometry of the pillar, as measured from
the SEM images. The cross-sectional area at half height
of the pillar (A0) and the initial height (L0) were used for
calculations. However, in the pillar compression test in a
nanoindenter the strains in the sample are estimated from
the measured displacement of the indenter tip rather than
directly from the sample. Thus, reducing the raw load–
displacement data to engineering stress–strain curves gives
modulus values that are too low, since the displacement
measure includes compression of the base or substrate of
the pillar. An attempt was made to correct for the compli-
ance of the base of the pillar by using the model of a per-
fectly rigid circular flat punch being indented onto an
isotropic half space first proposed by Sneddon [44], and
used by various researchers (see Greer et al. [13], Singh
et al. [28] and Lee et al. [45]). After obtaining the true com-
pliance of the pillar the “corrected” load–displacement
curves were obtained, then the engineering stress–strain
curves were converted into true stress–strain curves using
the homogeneous deformation model (assuming no volume
change during deformation [5,13,45] and the final height
and average cross-sectional area are Lp and Ap, respec-
tively, such that L0A0 = LpAp). Following the treatment
in Han et al. [5], Greer et al. [13], and Lee et al. [45] the true
strain eT and true stress rT can be expressed as:

eT ¼
1

E
PLp

A0L0

þ ln
L0

Lp

� �
ð1Þ
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where P is the load, E is the modulus of the Cu/Zr multi-
layers calculated from the rule of mixtures, utot is the total
displacement, mm is the Poisson’s ratio of the multilayers
(�0.33). At this point it should be noted that only homoge-
neous deformation is considered in the above calculations,
while inhomogeneous deformation has frequently been ob-
served in the compressive testing of both single crystalline
micropillars [3,45,46] and nanostructured multilayer pillars
[3,5]. Han et al. [5] have made an attempt to account for the
softening-induced inhomogeneous deformation in Al/
Al3Sc multilayers by suggesting a constitutive equation to
relate the yield strength directly to the strain softening
parameter. However, the softening was experimentally
found to occur after �10% strain in Al/TiN [3] and Cu/
Nb [1] nanolayered pillars. This means that the deforma-
tion under 10% strain could be simply regarded as homoge-
neous, and the work hardening parameter derived from the
above true stress–strain curves could be approximately
used to investigate the size effect (both intrinsic and extrin-
sic) on the deformation behavior of nanolayered pillars.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure of Cu/Zr multilayers

XRD results revealed that all Cu/Zr multilayers have a
polycrystalline structure with (111) texture in the Cu layers
and (0002) texture in the Zr layers, as shown in Fig. 1. At
smaller h the Cu (111) and the Zr (000 2) peaks broaden.
In addition, both the Cu (111) and Zr (0002) peak do
not shift compared with the equilibrium state, which sug-
gests that the Cu/Zr multilayer possesses opaque interfaces
that are incoherent. TEM experiments were carried out to
examine the modulated layer structure and interfaces in the
multilayers. A typical cross-sectional view of the h = 20 nm
Cu/Zr multilayers is displayed in Fig. 2a, which shows a
chemically modulated layer structure. The selected area dif-
fraction pattern (SADP) shows strong Cu (111) and Zr
(00 02) texture. No significant intermixing between Cu
and Zr was observed, as proved by both the interface
HRTEM (Fig. 2b) and mapping analysis (Fig. 2c and d)
of the Cu/Zr multilayers, with columnar grains in the Cu
layers and nanocrystals in the Zr layers. There is no evi-
dence of amorphization along the interfaces. The inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) HRTEM image for the
Cu/Zr interface also revealed that the interface is incoher-
ent, as shown in the inset in Fig. 2b.



Fig. 2. (a) Bright field cross-sectional TEM micrograph showing the microstructure of the h = 20 nm Cu/Zr multilayers. (Inset) The corresponding
selected area diffraction patterns (SADP). (b) HRTEM images typically showing the Cu/Zr interface of the white square boxed area in (a). (Inset) The
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) HRTEM image of the white squared box region, showing incoherent Cu/Zr interface. (c and d) Energy mapping
analysis of the magenta rectangle region in (a) showing the chemical modulation structure with (c) Cu layers and (d) Zr layers.
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3.2. Deformation behavior of Cu/Zr micropillars

Fig. 3a–h compares FIB/SEM images taken before and
after uniaxial compression of multilayer micropillars with h

of 100, 50, 20 and 5 nm, and a pillar diameter of 600 nm.
Fig. 3a and b shows that when h = 100 nm the deformed
pillar shows plastic barreling and extrusion of material
from the individual Cu layers. In contrast, when h = 20
and 5 nm the pillars show shear deformation across the
compression plane without significant barreling or extru-
sion. Both barreling (accompanied by extrusion) and shear-
ing are observed in pillars with h = 50 nm. The length
scale-dependent transition of deformation mode is similar
to that of Cu/Nb nanolaminated composites rolled at room
temperature [47] and compressed Al/Pd micropillars [27],
demonstrating a significant intrinsic size effect.

In contrast, the extrinsic size effect (or sample size effect)
on the deformation behavior is insignificant, compared
with the intrinsic size effect. As shown in Fig. 4, the defor-
mation mechanism remained unchanged when the diameter
of the pillars varied from 800 to 300 nm. All the Cu/Zr
pillars with h = 100 nm show the same deformation behav-
ior of plastic barreling and extrusion of Cu layers, which
was insensitive to the pillar diameter (/ = 300 (Fig. 4c),
600 (Fig. 3b), and 800 nm (Fig. 4d)). All the 5 nm Cu/Zr
pillars of various diameters deformed by shearing.
A comparison of the evolution of the morphology indi-
cates that the intrinsic size effect is the dominant factor
controlling the deformation behavior as the layer thickness
is much smaller than the sample size. Nevertheless, the
strength of certain multilayers appears sensitive to the pillar
diameter, in particular for the Cu/Zr pillars with h = 5 nm,
which will be addressed later.

3.3. True stress–strain curves of Cu/Zr micropillars

The compressed pillars were examined by SEM to con-
firm that the pillars had been compressed uniaxially without
buckling or bending. Fig. 5a shows typical force–displace-
ment curves for the above micropillars. When h = 100 nm
the force acting on the pillar increased linearly with increas-
ing displacement, followed by a smooth plastic deformation
region, in agreement with the corresponding SEM images of
the micropillars (Figs. 3b and 4b and d), in which barreling
of the micropillar and extrusion of material from the individ-
ual Cu layers are observed. However, as h decreases to below
50 nm the force–displacement curves exhibit maxima differ-
ent from those of 100 nm Cu/Zr pillars.

The calculated true stress–strain curves are shown in
Fig. 5b. All the pillars showed three regimes of deforma-
tion. In regime I the curves showed a linear elastic behavior
until the first yield point (r0) is reached (e = 0.02–0.04).



Fig. 3. SEM images of the / = 600 nm Cu/Zr micropillars with three different h, before and after the uniaxial compression tests. As-milled micropillar
with (a) h = 100 nm, (c) h = 50 nm, (e) h = 20 nm and (g) h = 5 nm; (b) h = 100 nm micropillar after compression showing barreling of the micropillar and
extrusion from individual Cu layers; (d) h = 50 nm micropillar after compression showing squeezing and shearing of the pillar; (f) h = 20 nm and (h)
h = 5 nm micropillar after compression showing shearing of the micropillar.
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Fig. 4. SEM images of the Cu/Zr micropillars with two different /, before and after the uniaxial compression tests. As-milled h = 100 nm micropillar with
(a) / = 300 nm, (b) / = 800 nm; (c) / = 300 nm and (d) / = 800 nm micropillar with h = 100 nm after compression showing barreling of the micropillar
and extrusion from individual Cu layers; (e) / = 300 nm and (f) / = 800 nm micropillar with h = 5 nm after compression showing shearing of the
micropillar.
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Regime II, spanning a strain level of �0.05–0.1, shows
strain hardening behavior, which can be described by Lud-
wik’s equation [48]:

r ¼ K1 þ K2e
n
p ð3Þ

where K1 represents the initial yield stress, K2 is the
strengthening coefficient (i.e. the strength increment due
to strain hardening at plastic strain ep = 1), and n is the
strain hardening exponent. Using Eq. (3) and taking
K1 = r0 we fitted the true stress–strain curves in regime
II, as shown in Fig. 6a. The n values determined for all
the pillars decrease as h is reduced, as shown in Fig. 6b.
For example, n for h = 20 and 100 nm is �0.39 and 0.52,
respectively.
The strain hardening rate h in this regime can be esti-
mated using the equation:

h ¼ dr
de
¼ nðrp � r0:2%Þ
ðep � e0:2%Þ

¼ nDr
De

ð4Þ

The h–ep curves for all the micropillars are shown in
Fig. 6c, from which one can see that h monotonically
increases with decreasing ep and that the h = 20 nm micropil-
lar always exhibits the maximum h at a given ep. Taking
Dr = r2%–r0.2% and De = 1.98%, the dependence of h on h

is shown in Fig. 6d. h first increases with decreasing h, fol-
lowed by a peak at a critical layer thickness hcrit of
�20 nm. A similar trend is also observed for Dr. In regime
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III, at strains greater than �0.1, strain softening is observed
in the true stress–strain curves. As qualitatively revealed
from the true stress–strain plots, there is a decrease in strain
softening as h increases.
3.4. Strength of Cu/Zr micropillars

The plastic behavior of metals depends both on their
physical size and microstructure (i.e. the “dimensional
constraint” and “microstructural constraint”, as discussed
in Arzt [49]). Firstly, the initial yield strength r0.2% and
the maximum strength rmax (at ep � 8%) were plotted
against h, as shown in Fig. 7a. The strength values
(r0.2% and rmax) monotonically increase with reducing h.
One can see that r0.2% rises slowly as h decreases to below
10 nm, while rmax increases rapidly. This means that the
intrinsic size effect on the strength of Cu/Zr pillars is
notable.

Secondly, we plotted r0.2% against / to identify the
extrinsic size effects on pillar strength (see Fig. 7b). For
h = 100 nm Cu/Zr pillars with plastic deformation and Cu
extrusion r0.2% remains almost unchanged as / decreased
from 800 to 600 nm. Further reducing / down to 300 nm
increases r0.2% by only 10% (from about 1125 to
1250 MPa). For h = 5 nm Cu/Zr pillars r0.2% increased by
more than 70%, from �1550 to 2750 MPa as / decreased
from 800 to 600 nm. An �10% increase in r0.2% is achieved
when / is reduced from 600 to 300 nm.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Deformation mechanism of Cu/Zr micropillars

When h = 100 nm SEM micrographs show that the soft
Cu layer thins and is preferentially squeezed out from
between the Zr layers due to the strength disparity between
Cu and Zr, and plastic barreling takes place, which is ana-
logues to that of amorphous/crystalline CuZr/Cu pillars [6]
and crystalline/crystalline Al/Pd pillars [27] deformed
under compression. This is expected, as the base of the pil-
lar is fixed and friction occurs between the top mating
surface of the pillar and the indenter. The amount of bar-
reling increases with the load applied. The taper in the
pillar produces higher local stresses at the top where the
cross-sectional area is smaller [28]. This depth-dependent
stress gradient also leads to more localized deformation
in the Cu layer at the top of the tapered micropillars (see
Figs. 3b and 4b and d). This feature may be unique to
the multilayer pillar as this was not seen in several single
phase metallic pillars [14–16]. This deformation process
(when h P 50 nm) can be understood with the assistance
of the schematic in Fig. 8. Cu flows plastically between
the Zr layers. The plastic flow of the soft Cu is constrained
by the harder Zr layers, because mobile dislocations in the
Cu layers are deeply pinned by the interfaces. The Zr layers
cannot be compressed beyond a certain point, due to the
Cu layers in between them. Thus a mutual constraint exists
between the hard Zr and soft Cu layers in the multilayers,
which contributes to the very high strength observed for
these materials [28].

It should be pointed out that to deformation of Cu
within each layer appears uniform without evidence of
shear localization. The applied load will exert equal
resolved shear stresses on the {111} planes A (A-P) and B
(B-P), with no shear stress on planes C (C-P), which is also
the interface plane (see Fig. 8a). With symmetrical slip
activity of a single dislocation [50] on A-P and B-P and
no resolved shear stress on C-P plastic flow is expected to
be stable, resulting in uniform thinning of the layers and
no rotation of the interface plane due to the interface barrier
strength (IBS) rIBS > rmax (discussed below), as observed in
the case of rolled Cu/Nb nanolayered composites
[47,50,51]. However, one can see that the thickness of the
Zr layers is not significantly reduced (compare Fig. 3a with
b). This is because Zr with a grain size of �30–50 nm may
have a much higher strength than the soft nanocrystalline
Cu layer. For example, bulk nanocrystalline Cu with an
average grain size of 30 nm has a strength of �1.2 GPa
[6], while nanocrystalline Zr (�30 nm in grain size) exhibits
a strength of 2.6–3 GPa [24].

In contrast, in micropillars with h = 20 nm and below
barreling of the micropillar is evident, accompanied by
localized shear deformation initiated at geometric stress
concentrators, such as pillar corners. Shear failure of micro-
pillars is also observed in h = 10 nm Al/Pd micropillars [27].
Meanwhile the smooth surface of compressed Cu/Zr pillars
shows that Cu was not squeezed out, as observed in thicker
multilayers. These indicate that different deformation mech-
anisms may be operating in micropillars with smaller h

(620 nm). At this length scale (h = 5–20 nm) the confined
layer slip (CLS) of dislocations in the Cu layers can still
operate [40,52,53]. At low strain multiple slip systems are
activated with balanced slip activity such that the net out
of plane rotation is negligible. This results in a uniformly
spaced slip distribution and, hence, a uniform reduction
in layer thickness [47,54]. However, at higher plastic strains
(>5%), rIBS < rmax (discussed below), the net out of plane
rotation may increase due to the transmission of disloca-
tions across the layer interface. On the other hand, the grain
size of Zr (dZr) is so small (dZr = 4–12 nm) that GB-medi-
ated deformation [55–57] (grain rotation and GB sliding)
plays a dominant role in the compressibility of h 6 20 nm
micropillars and probably contributes to the catastrophic
failure by shear localization. Hahn et al. [58] pointed out
that once a planar interface is formed localized sliding shear
can result in macroscopic sliding over the dimensions of
many grains and eventually lead to a large strain based on
the GB sliding mechanism, which was subsequently proved
in a deformed nanocrystalline metal (Pd) [59]. Jang and
Greer [22] also found that a GB-mediated mechanism
occurred in 60 nm grained nanocrystalline Ni–W nanopil-
lars by performing in situ uniaxial tension and compression
experiments. Based on these results we suspect that the



Fig. 8. Schematic of (a) symmetrical slip-induced uniform deformation mechanism at larger h and (b) interface rotation and GB mediated deformation-
induced shear deformation mechanism at smaller h in Cu/Zr micropillars during compression testing. Both Cu and Zr are mutually constrained. Plastic
deformation of the Cu layer results in squeezing out of Cu on the free face of the micropillar in (a). Yellow lines represent the mesoscopic glide planes in
the Zr layers in (b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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deformation of micropillars with h 6 20 nm is controlled by
a dislocation-based mechanism in the Cu layers and grain
rotation (via GB sliding) in the Zr layers stimulating shear
deformation (see Fig. 8b). At smaller h (620 nm) the
strength of Cu increases continuously with decreasing h,
and consequently leads to co-deformation of Cu and Zr
[6,54] and suppression of the preferential thinning of the
Cu layers due to extrusion. When h = 50 nm both the
squeezing of Cu and shear localization of the pillars are
observed, indicating a combination of conventional disloca-
tion-based plasticity and grain rotation initiated shear
localization. Another striking feature is that, for pillars of
various diameters, 5 nm Cu/Zr multilayer pillars exhibit
shear deformation, whereas 100 nm Cu/Zr pillars show uni-
form thinning of the Cu layers. This observation indicates
that the deformation mode is dominated by the intrinsic size
effect in the present size ranges.

4.2. Strain hardening–softening behavior

Low strain hardening has hitherto been considered an
intrinsic behavior for most nanostructured materials (e.g.
nanocrystalline metals) [48,60,61], due to their perceived
inability to accumulate dislocations. Strikingly, the present
study has shown that nanostructured multilayers can sus-
tain the highest work hardening capability (and work hard-
ening rate) at or somewhat above a critical size. Most
recently it has been reported that cryogenically rolled nano-
crystalline Ni with a grain size of �20 nm showed strong
strain hardening under large plastic strain, owing to signif-
icant dislocation accumulation in the grain interior, which is
enabled primarily by Lomer–Cottrell locks through pinning
of lock-forming dislocations and obstruction of dislocation
motion [62]. On the other hand, in situ tensile testing of
30 nm Cu/60 nm Ni multilayers proved that as the nucle-
ated dislocations (from GB and interfaces) encountered a
boundary they spread laterally within the layer until the dis-
location saturated the glide plane, forming pile-ups [52].
Furthermore, in situ nanoindentation testing of 5 nm Al/
Nb multilayers [63] demonstrated that dislocation activity
remains abundant inside the crystal lattice and the disloca-
tion density is as high as �1016 m�2, which indicates prefer-
ential storage of dislocations at the interface (or the
dislocations are absorbed by the interface), which should
account for the large magnitude of plastic deformation in
these crystals. This evidence suggests that abundant disloca-
tions can accumulate and be stored in the grain interiors
and/or inside the layers during deformation.

Misra and co-workers [64] presented a simple analysis
that allowed limiting values at which these different mecha-
nisms operate on the microstructural scale to be obtained
and gave a “deformation mechanism map” for polycrystal-
line multilayers describing dislocation-based (continuum
and discrete) pile-up or non-pile-up mechanisms, and non-
dislocation type deformation modes. It was found that at
larger misfits the pile-up region would shift to lower values
of d (grain size) and h (layer thickness), scaling almost
linearly with the misfit strain [64]. For Cu the critical layer



Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of a glide loop on slip plane I, due to
repulsion from the orthogonal interface dislocations, cross-slip on slip
plane II moving parallel to the obstacle interface dislocations in Cu/Zr
multilayers, which would produce less work hardening. Multiple slip
systems would be active in Cu layers, even though only one system is
shown in the Cu layer.
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thickness for continuum pile-up hc = 16 nm for a misfit of
2.5% and 4 nm for a misfit of 10.5%, at which the number
of dislocations in the screw pile-up is 2 [52,64]. In our case
of a Cu/Zr multilayer the misfit strain between Cu (111)
and Zr (000 2) is even larger than 10.5%, which gives
hc < 4 nm. Thus for nanolayered metals continuum-scale
dislocation pile-up is not completely suppressed, as the
dislocation source to obstacle distance (typically of the order
of h > 5 nm) is large enough to accommodate numerous dis-
locations on a glide plane against an obstacle (i.e. interface).
The CLS in both layers on multiple slip systems can intro-
duce sets of dislocations with the full Burgers vectors of
Cu or Zr that may be oriented on the respective glide planes
or in the interface plane, and create residual dislocations
with Burgers vector bCu–bZr at the interface [42]. The inco-
herent Cu/Zr interface may have a low shear strength similar
to Cu/Nb and, hence, strong barriers to slip transmission
due to dislocation core spreading along the weak interfaces
[8,65,66]. Above hcrit (hcrit < h < 100 nm) the plastic flow is
initially confined to one layer and occurs by glide of a single
dislocation in the form of hairpin-shaped dislocation loops
propagating within a layer. The stress to propagate the single
dislocation loops rLoop < rIBS is a necessary condition for
the confinement of glide loops within layers. Here rLoop

for 60� dislocations in Cu can be expressed as [3,40]:

rLoop ¼ M
l�b
8ph0

4� m
1� m

� �
ln

ah0

b
ð5Þ

where M is the Taylor factor, h0 = h/sinu is the layer thick-
ness parallel to the glide plane, u is the angle between the
slip plane and the interface, b is the magnitude of the Bur-
gers vector, m is the Poisson ratio for Cu, l� = (lZr � lCu)/
(VZr � lCu + VCu � lZr) is the effective shear modulus of
the Cu/Zr multilayers, which can be estimated from the
shear modulus lCu and volume fraction VCu of the Cu layer
and those of the Zr layer, and a represents the core cut-off
parameter, varying from 0.2 (for a compact core) to 1 (for a
spread core). Although rLoop scales (primarily) with the
modulus of the layer and h�1ln(h/b), it is not high enough
to promote the cross-slip of dislocations [8,67,68]. On the
other hand, the Cu/Zr interfaces are incoherent even for
layer thicknesses of the order of several nanometers (see
the XRD and HRTEM results). This implies that the inter-
facial structure does not change significantly with h from
several to a few tens of nanometers. Therefore the IBS,
rIBS, which is characteristic of a given interface, is expected
to remain constant at this length scale.

However, as h decreases further (h < hcrit = 20 nm) rLoop

must increase (but still be less than rIBS) to ensure that the
dislocation loops propagate and can overcoming the resis-
tance to movement from interface dislocations. Under this
condition cross-slip is a relatively easy way to achieve defor-
mation and the dislocations gliding on slip plane I can be
stimulated to glide on slip plane II (see Fig. 9), which does
not require the glide dislocations to overcome the repulsion
by orthogonal dislocations at a stand-off distance [68]. Thus
dislocation cross-slip would lower the strain hardening abil-
ity, operating on small length scales (h < 20 nm) [42,69].

The inverse layer thickness (or grain size) effect reported
here has also been observed in both unpassivated and pas-
sivated Cu films with thickness range spanning from 20 to
800 nm [70]. Below hcrit the strain hardening rate h
decreases with reducing h while above hcrit a smaller h leads
to higher h, similar to coarse–ultrafine grained pure metals
(e.g. Cu [71–73]), as shown in Fig. 6d. These suggest that
below and above hcrit � 20 nm the nanolayered micropil-
lars exhibit different strain hardening abilities, which can
probably be explained in terms of the ability of favorably
oriented dislocations to cross-slip [68,74,75]. Above hcrit

dislocation motion in the form of pile-up on multiple slip
systems results in the formation of Lomer–Cottrell type
barriers created by intersecting dislocations from different
slip systems and/or dislocation tangles and dislocation cell
structures. While below hcrit dislocation cross-slip can
occur due to the relative lower stress needed to drive dislo-
cation motion.

In regime III, where strain softening occurred, Ludwik’s
equation cannot be used to fit the true stress–strain curves
(see Fig. 6a). The monotonically increasing strain softening
with reducing h may be partially supported by the contin-
uously reducing n (see Fig. 6b). A possible explanation is
that the dislocations are transmitted across the interfaces
in samples with the smallest h, leading to softening [5].
Once the dislocations start to shear through the Cu layers
it is likely that the Zr layer will no longer act as a strong
barrier to dislocation movement, and softening of the
deformed volume will occur. However, the strength of
the multilayers in the single dislocation-based continuum
pile-up regime will typically be determined by the lower
of the following two estimates: (i) the critical stress needed
to push a glide dislocation through the interface [8,67,76];
(ii) the stress rLoop to propagate the single dislocation
loops [40,53,77]. The observation of increasing strength
with decreasing h on the few nanometer length scale indi-
cates that the strength of multilayers on such a length scale
is determined by confined layer bowing of single disloca-
tions. Softening is probably caused by other mechanisms,
such as shear band formation [1]. Indeed, in Cu/Zr multi-
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layers more severe shear deformation and stain softening
are observed in micropillars with smaller h. Since the Cu/
Zr interfaces are incoherent and may be weak in shear,
the resolved shear stress on the interface plane due to layer
rotation may be sufficient to facilitate interfacial slip [8,78].
Since the interface plane may be relatively weak compared
with the slip planes within the layer, slip on the interface
plane may be preferred over intralayer slip. Continued
shear along the interface at stresses much lower than those
needed to have slip on intralayer systems is the onset of
geometric softening [1], which could be operative at high
stresses (strains). Consequently strain softening is exhibited
by these materials at high strains. Deformation at low
strain may also restore a large number of dislocations
and facilitate subsequent work softening [79,80], which is
probably true for the case of h = 100 nm micropillars. In
parallel, GB-mediated deformation in the Zr layers can
also contribute to shear deformation via formation of mes-
oscopic glide planes [27].

4.3. Scaling behavior of strength

As previously pointed out, CLS could still operate on
the present length scales where continuum dislocation
pile-ups can form. Eq. (5) represents the CLS stress to
propagate a single dislocation in the absence of strain hard-
ening. In fact, the interface may already have one or more
arrays of misfit dislocations that will act as obstacles to
CLS. CLS also leads to multiple dislocation segments being
deposited at the interfaces. As a hairpin dislocation loop
begins to glide in a confined metal layer it interacts with
dislocation segments deposited at the interface as a result
of other CLS loops. In general there will be a dislocation
array at the interface that is parallel to the trace of the
CLS loop on the interface and others that are oblique to
it. These glide dislocation–interface dislocation interactions
can result in significant stain hardening, which can be
expressed as [3]:

r ¼ lb
kð1� mÞ ð6Þ

where k is the spacing of a parallel array of glide disloca-
tion loops. In addition, the interfaces have a characteristic
interface stress (f) that arises from elastic deformation of
the interfacial region and assists the applied stress for
CLS by of the order of f/h [40]. Thus by considering the
effects of dislocation interactions (strain hardening) and
interface stress on the CLS stress rLoop, the applied stress
rCLS required to propagate a glide loop with Burgers vec-
tor b confined to one Cu layer is:

rCLS ¼ M
l�b
8ph0

4� m
1� m

� �
ln

dh0

b
þ lb

kð1� mÞ �
f
h

ð7Þ

where f is the characteristic interface stress of the multilayer,
typically f = 2–3 J m�2 [40], and all the other symbols have
the same meaning as mentioned above. With a series
of parameters M = 3.06, l� = 40.6 GPa, m = 0.343, b =
0.2556 nm, a = 1, u = 70.5� and k = 25 nm (for r0.2% at
ep = 0.2%) the dependence of strength on h is calculated as
shown in Fig. 7a, which agrees well with the experimental
data for h > 5 nm. The calculated results somewhat overesti-
mate the experimental value for h = 5 nm, indicating the
transmission of dislocations across the interface instead of
slip in the confined layer [40,53]. It is evident that the
strength r0.2% for h 6 10 nm increases slowly, while rmax

rises sharply. The difference in tendency of the length
scale-dependent strength between r0.2% and rmax is probably
caused by strain hardening. In other words, at low strain (for
r0.2%) dislocation glide is confined in the Cu layer and dislo-
cation–interface interaction is weak, nevertheless, at high
strains (for rmax) the dislocation may cut cross the interface
and induce significant strain hardening. Maaß et al. [81]
pointed out that when using flow stress at 5% strain or higher
the “smaller is stronger” paradigm observed for 1–10 lm fcc
FIB pillars is to a great extent due to size-dependent strain
hardening, i.e. the evolution of the microstructure during
deformation, and not to a size dependence of the initial
strength of the single crystal pillar. Thus one can see that
the model also fits the data well for rmax with ep = 8% and
k = 10 nm (corresponding to a dislocation density of the or-
der of�1016 m�2, which was observed in Al/Nb multilayers
after an indentation test [63]).

An interfacial barrier to dislocation slip transmission is
characteristic of interfacial structure and strongly influ-
enced by lattice mismatch and shear modulus mismatch
between the two constituent layers [67,82]. Hence, if the
interfacial structure does not change with h, rIBS also
remains independent of h, and is given by [67,82]:

rIBS ¼ M nl� f� b
k

� �
þ RlZr sin u

8p

� �
ð8Þ

The first and second terms are the influence of misfit
strain and the modulus effect on IBS, respectively, where
n is Saada’s constant, R = (lCu � lZr)/(lCu + lZr), f is
the lattice mismatch without taking account of the detailed
crystallographic orientation at the interface [83], k is a par-
allel array of spaced glide loops, and the other symbols
have the same meaning as before. A total plastic strain of
5% in the pillar is equivalent to a plastic strain of �10%
in the Cu layers if it is assumed that all the plastic deforma-
tion is confined to the Cu layers. The in-plane plastic strain
corresponding to a compressive plastic strain of 10% is
equal to �5%, assuming volume conservation. Taking
u = 70.5�, k = 7 nm, f = 11% and n = 0.32, and using
Eq. (8), rIBS � 2.9 GPa (Fig. 7a), consistent with the
strength of the present multilayers with h = 5 nm. It is sug-
gested that for multilayers on large length scales
(h > 50 nm) the nucleation and motion of dislocations is
strongly limited within the confined layer even at high
strains, which can result in homogeneous deformation with
barreling and extrusion of Cu. For multilayers on small
length scales (h < 50 nm) dislocation can cut cross the
interface leading to shear deformation at high strains
[47], consistent with the SEM observations.
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4.4. Intrinsic size vs. extrinsic size effect on strength

In single crystals (pillar [14–16,23,84,85] and thin film
[85–87]) the ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength
scale with the external sample size in a power law fashion,
sometimes attaining a significant fraction of the material’s
theoretical strength, and exhibiting the commonly known
phenomenon “smaller is stronger”. In contrast, both the
intrinsic (i.e. microstructural) and extrinsic (i.e. sample
size) dimensions play a non-trivial role in the mechanical
properties and material deformation mechanisms in poly-
crystalline materials, therefore it is critical to understand
their interplay and mutual effects on the mechanical prop-
erties and material deformation, especially in small-scale
structures. The strength of polycrystalline metallic thin
films is determined by the smaller microstructural dimen-
sions between film thickness and grain size [88,89].

Mara et al. [1,2] fabricated and uniaxially compressed
micron-sized Cu/Nb pillars with equal h of 5 and 40 nm
and much larger pillar diameters between 4 and 8 lm.
Almost no pillar size effect has been found within this diam-
eter range [23], and the conjecture was made that the
mechanical behavior and strength are fully controlled by
the individual layer thickness, i.e. the intrinsic length scale,
whereby individual dislocations transmit through the Cu/
Nb interfaces, rather than by the pillar size [1,2,23]. This
seems to be reasonable because the extrinsic size (/) is over
two orders of magnitude larger than the intrinsic size (h).
However, a strong extrinsic size effect is observed in the pres-
ent Cu/Zr multilayer pillars with h = 5 nm, where the pillar
diameter is also two orders greater than the layer thickness.
In the Cu/Zr multilayer pillars with h = 100 nm pillars the
extrinsic size effect is not significant even though the pillar
diameter is of the same level as the layer thickness. These
demonstrate that (i) the sample size effect on the strength
of multilayer pillars may be related to the deformation
behavior, and (ii) a sample size effect on multilayer pillars
is notable when the pillar diameter is below the submicron
level.

Attention should also be paid to the effect of sample
aspect ratio. The variation in sample diameter from 800 to
300 nm alters the sample aspect ration (b) from �2.10 to
5.67, which may change the stress distribution and local
deformation concentration in submicron pillars with shear
deformation. Under uniform deformation it has been con-
cluded [90] that there is no pronounced impact of the aspect
ratio on the flow stress within the range b = 2:1 and 13.5:1.
However, in the present Cu/Zr 5 nm pillars with inhomoge-
neous deformation (shear deformation) the strength
increased rapidly at b = 2.83 (Fig. 7b). This is distinct from
the case of uniform deformation. Further analyses are being
performed to understand this discrepancy.

5. Conclusions

Systematic compression tests were performed on incoher-
ent Cu/Zr multilayer pillars with layer thicknesses ranging
from 5 to 100 nm, to examine length scale effects on the
mechanical response of nanolayered materials. The follow-
ing conclusions can be derived from this study.

1. The deformation mechanism of Cu/Zr micropillars trans-
forms from preferential thinning (squeezing out) of Cu at
larger h to shear localization at smaller h (<50 nm).

2. Work hardening initially increases with decreasing h,
and achieves a maximum at h = 20 nm, followed by an
inverse h dependence. More glide–interface dislocation
interactions result in increasing h with reducing h, below
which dislocation cross-slip lowers h, thus leading to an
inverse h dependence of h.

3. There was an increase in strain softening and a decrease
in strain hardening at high strain as h decreases. The
reduced stress can be attributed to interface rotation
and dislocation-induced shear along the interface.

4. The CLS model is used to interpret the observed scaling
behavior of strength. The calculations agree well with
the experimental data, except for h = 5 nm at low strain,
because of the transmission of dislocations across the
interface instead of glide in the confined layer.
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